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Itinerarium exstaticum was one of only two works of imaginative literature​[1]​ written by the Jesuit polymath Athanasius Kircher (1601/02–80), whose oeuvre amounted to more than thirty books, the topics of which ranged from magnetism to Egyptian hieroglyphics.​[2]​ Published in 1656, when Kircher’s intellectual authority was at its height, the Itinerarium exstaticum tells the story of a voyage into the cosmos as a dialogue between Theodidactus, a human, and his guide, an angel called Cosmiel. But while the Itinerarium exstaticum has been mined by historians of science for its discussion of astronomy and its theory of the origins and functioning of the universe, this dialogue has never been studied as an interesting work of neo-Latin literature. 
Indeed, Kircher’s dialogue can be classified as cosmic fiction; and it is a story that contains a rich blend of literary elements and that makes an important contribution to the body of fiction written in Latin in the seventeenth century. The Itinerarium exstaticum combines certain features of Baroque literary art (such as a florid style, a blurred perception of reality, and an appeal to the senses) with reminiscences of the Counter-Reformation mystical tradition (including the Ignatian Exercitia spiritualia, and apocalyptic and Solomonic writings). It also harks back to the late-humanist genre of the somnium satyricum, because of its dream framework, biting humour, and heterodox viewpoint. In the first context, Itinerarium exstaticum connects neo-Latin literature to the vernacular writing of the Baroque; and in the second, it points to the continuity and strength of neo-Latin traditions begun in the late sixteenth century. 
Kircher published his Itinerarium at Rome, where he was attached to the Jesuit College. At this time, Kircher, who has been labelled “The Last Man Who Knew Everything,”​[3]​ was already well known for his encyclopedic works. In his Magnes (Rome, 1641), Kircher had denounced the theories of Copernicus and Kepler, and he had refused to write more on cosmology. It is not known exactly why he changed his mind; perhaps it was at the insistence of his disciple Kaspar Schott (who claimed in the second edition of the Itinerarium that he had given Kircher the idea for the book), or at the insistence of the recently elected Pope Alexander VII, a friend of Kircher’s.​[4]​ Kircher himself, in the preface to the Itinerarium, mentioned the encouragement of the emperor Ferdinand III.​[5]​ In any case, Itinerarium exstaticum was dedicated to Queen Christina of Sweden who had recently given up her throne and converted to Catholicism, and Kircher’s book can be seen as part of the Jesuit campaign to introduce her to the Roman intellectual scene and to gain, publicly, her approval.​[6]​ The book was ready, having passed through the Jesuit censors, just in time for Christina’s entry into the Vatican in November 1655. 
	Itinerarium exstaticum is a 288-page trip through the cosmos, written in dialogue form and focussing on cosmological theory. It is followed by Itinerarii exstatici dialogus II, which continues for another 173 pages, but which leaves off the narrative and consists of an essay in dialogue form, considering such topics as the creation and magnitude of the universe, and the order, placement and distance of the heavenly bodies while simply expanding upon the theory presented in the first part of the work. Only the first part, which contains the fictional storyline, is relevant here. The narrator, Theodidactus, falls asleep after an evening concert at the Jesuit College and dreams that he is lying in a verdant meadow, where he is visited by an angel, Cosmiel, who offers to escort him through the heavens. Theodidactus accepts and is taken up into the sky folded in the wings of the angel to begin a voyage to the moon and to each of the planets, and then out to the stars. The account of the journey is told as a combination of formal dialogue, with explicit speaking parts for both characters, and first person narration and description from the point of view of Theodidactus. The relationship between Theodidactus and his adept guide is humorous; Kircher takes advantage of the neophyte’s limited knowledge to grumble about philosophers who cling to Aristotelianism. Kircher’s dialogue exhibits certain characteristics of the Baroque: his style is florid; his paragraphs are laced with expressions of piety and mysticism; his narrative, placed in the framework of a dream, blurs the perception of reality. 
	Historians of science have been interested in Itinerarium exstaticum for its role in the seventeenth-century controversy over Copernicanism.​[7]​ Although, in his preface to the reader, Kircher wrote that his book was an effort to address recent astronomical discoveries and that he had composed it in dialogue form to make it more enjoyable,​[8]​ Kircher’s encyclopedic methods and synthetic approach, as well as the bold authority with which he wrote, launched the Itinerarium into the battle. So, although Kircher had meant his work as an allegorical story,​[9]​ it was enlarged into a cosmological treatise by Kaspar Schott, who republished it as Iter extaticum coeleste in Würzburg in 1660 (reprinted in 1671).​[10]​ At the end of the century, Kircher’s work prompted the Dutch scientist Christiaan Huygens to write his own essay on a voyage through the cosmos, Cosmotheoros (Hague, 1698), in which he criticized Kircher for not having the courage to publish his true thoughts.​[11]​ Of course, as a Jesuit, Kircher could not have supported the Copernican system in his publications, even if he might have done so in private.​[12]​
In his book, Kircher took as his starting point Tycho Brahe’s system of the universe that was the official Jesuit cosmology. Then, he went on to reject blatantly the theories of the ancient philosophers in favour of the observations of contemporary astronomers.​[13]​ So, Cosmiel states that the moon, like all the other heavenly bodies, is made of four elements and not five, “as the Peripatetics say.” And, Theodidactus asserts that the ancient philosophers “wandered from the truth” when talking about the crystalline spheres; “today, with the telescope, astronomers have penetrated the innermost parts of the heavenly bodies,” with Cosmiel responding that “philosophers are unable to conclude anything about the composition of the universe by insisting on their thoughts alone and rejecting experiments.”​[14]​ But, Kircher really played with heresy by borrowing ideas from the theories of Giordano Bruno and Nicholas of Cusa, such as panspermia – a quality carried on the liquid fire by which the sun’s rays penetrated liquid space to reach the Earth’s surface – and the proposition of an infinite universe.​[15]​
In the discussion of Kircher’s ideas on the cosmos, the literary aspect of Kircher’s Itinerarium exstaticum has largely been overlooked; only vague remarks have been made.​[16]​ Ingrid Rowland has suggested that the Itinerarium is not simply a Christian version of Cicero’s Somnium Scipionis, but an amatory pilgrimage in the spirit of Dante’s Divine Comedy, with the angel Cosmiel (serving as Beatrice) addressed by Theodidactus in the tones of the Biblical Song of Songs. More interestingly, Rowland also notes that Kircher’s representation of the heavens possesses “all the imaginative precision of a longtime practitioner of Ignatius Loyola’s Spiritual Exercises.” ​[17]​ 
Without a doubt, the literature of the sixteenth-century Catholic mystics had an impact on Kircher’s composition. In his introduction, Kircher even declares that Theodidactus acts in the manner of the mystics.​[18]​ Besides showing an influence of Loyola, Kircher’s language resembles that of Teresa of Avila and John of the Cross, who sprinkled their meditational works with quotations from the Song of Songs. Moreover, Kircher quotes from the Psalms, and from the Solomonic-related Ecclesiastes and Ecclesiasticus.​[19]​ Kircher’s inspiration for Theodidacticus’s angelic guide and the angelic beings met along the voyage, as well as for his depiction of the planets, comes most likely from the Book of Enoch.​[20]​ As a result, Itinerarium exstaticum reads very much like a meditation on the glory of God as revealed in the marvels of His creation. But, for as much as the journey is expressed in the manner of a mystic, Kircher maintains in his introduction to the reader that his Itinerarium is a work of fiction – a fiction that is to communicate certain facts and information – and not an epiphany or divine revelation.​[21]​ 
Kircher’s original combination of mysticism and fiction is characterized first of all by the essential role of angels as characters in moving the narrative along and imparting mood to the story. The main actor in the story is Cosmiel, the angel guide, who is described as a man of unusual nature: his head and his face shine with brightness; his red eyes glow; the feathers of his wings display every colour; his hands and feet surpass jewels; his right hand holds a globe depicting the wandering stars, made of precious stones of varying colours; his left hand holds a measuring stick made with jewelled artifice.​[22]​ It is Cosmiel who fuels the journey, physically moving Theodidactus from place to place, either by wrapping his neophyte charge in his wings and carrying him up or by providing him with some other supernatural means of transport and protection from the harsh elements of the cosmos.​[23]​ While it is Theodidactus who starts off each episode by asking a question, it is Cosmiel who mouths the theories that Kircher wishes to expound, and it is Cosmiel who sets the destinations, from planet to planet. 
Aside from Cosmiel, each planet – and the sun – has its own guardian angel who symbolizes the nature of the heavenly body he watches over.​[24]​ The crystalline planet Venus harbours a chorus of beautiful youths, with golden hair flowing around their shoulders, their eyes and faces filled with loveliness and grace, wearing elegant clothes made of crystal, with cymbals and lyres, and baskets of roses and lilies, hyacinths and narcissi in their hands. On Mercury, there flies down a man with a crown on his head, his face seemingly breathing wisdom; he sports a golden beard, and has wings on his shoulders and feet. Unsurprisingly, he carries a caduceus in his right hand and a set of pan-pipes in his left. On the sun, Theodidactus witnesses angels who breathe heat and beat their wings above a rainbow of colours; their splendour is impossible to describe: these are the Seraphim, who look upon the face of God without interruption. On Mars, Theodidactus is terrified by a crowd of fiery horsemen, who carry a fiery sword in one hand and a fiery whip in the other; they vomit forth flames in all directions; they shoot out fiery rays with their eyes. And so on … out to the stars.​[25]​ 
Kircher’s fiction, in its description of natural and supernatural phenomena, appeals to all five senses, in a manner typical of Baroque aesthetics. In Itinerarium exstaticum, the scenes of the voyage to the planets are imbued with mood and colour – on Venus, the odour of musk and amber waft through the air, and the trees seem to rise up out of the blossoming of precious stones;​[26]​ Jupiter’s ocean is filled with crystalline water and its mountains and valleys are made of fine silver.​[27]​ Kircher invokes not only sight (through images of sparkling jewels and shining metals), but smell (odiferous flowers, angel’s breath, incense and smoke), sound (music and singing, the clanging of arms), and touch (the fiery heat of the sun, the roughness and scaliness of Mars). Kircher’s similes and metaphors are vibrant and striking: when Theodidactus looks up at the sun from Venus, he exclaims that it looks like a cooking-pot flowing with liquid copper; on Mars he spots a pitch sea that has the consistency of porridge.​[28]​ Such descriptions give Kircher the opportunity to exhibit his repertoire of obscure and exotic Latin vocabulary. And, his verbal darting from discussions of cosmological theory to description of the heavens and to exclamations of ecstasy permits him to display his ability to compose a variety of sentence structures, both simple and compound. 
But, if Kircher’s Itinerarium is representative of the Baroque, it also shares some of the characteristics of the late-humanist genre of the somnium satyricum, a witty dream harangue that was developed when Justus Lipsius crossed the classical, Ciceronian somnium with Menippean satire in his Satyra Menippaea: Somnium (Antwerp, 1581).​[29]​ Lipsius was followed by, among others, the Louvain philosophy professor, Libert Froidmont, who published a somnium in 1616 that features a trip into the cosmos and that exhibits some features of the original somnium satyricum. ​[30]​
Kircher’s Itinerarium exstaticum, first of all, exploits the ability of the dream-framework of the somnium satyricum to act as a smoke screen to protect an author who vents his irritation with the vices of his contemporaries.​[31]​ The guide, always present in the somnium satyricum, even more lessens the responsibility of the satirist by making the insight gained during the voyage appear to be someone else’s initiative. Here, the figure of Cosmiel functions as Kircher’s mouthpiece when he carps at scholars who cling to Aristotelianism. Kircher’s text contains three further characteristics of the somnium satyricum: a sharp use of humour, expressed in the relationship between Theodidactus and Cosmiel, where Cosmiel coddles the earthling throughout their voyage, constantly calming his fears;​[32]​ lengthy digressions, with Cosmiel discussing Kircher’s cosmological theories and Theodidactus turning to ecstatic prayer and meditation; and meetings with figures from the ancient world, as Theodidactus comes across the angelic guardians of the planets. 
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